STRATOS | SIRRUS SERIES
®

• bluesign ® approved main body fabrics
• GRS-certified recycled main body materials
• PFC/PFAS-free DWR

STRATOS 24

SIRRUS 24

STRATOS 34

STRATOS 36

STRATOS 44

SIRRUS 34

SIRRUS 36

SIRRUS 44

Welcome to Osprey. We pride ourselves on creating the most functional, durable and
innovative carrying product for your adventures. Please refer to this owner’s manual for
information on product features, use, maintenance, customer service and warranty.

OWNER'S MANUAL
osprey.com
S22 - UPDATED 2/1/22
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SHARED
1.

Included raincover made with PFC/PFAS-free
DWR and bluesign® approved materials

2.

Zippered front stash pocket

3.

Dual zippered hipbelt pockets

4.

Side stretch mesh bottle pockets

5.

Internal hydration sleeve with hose port in backpanel

6.

Stow-on-the-Go trekking pole attachment with new soft-touch tubes

7.

Dual side compression straps

8.

Single ice axe loop with bungee tie-offs

9.

Front panel lash loops for attaching extra gear

STRATOS 24 | SIRRUS 24
+

Panel loading design with a burly #10 zipper delivering wide access
to main compartment

+

Zippered mesh pocket with key clip at the top of the pack provides
easy access to important items

+

Zippered pocket on top of the front panel offers a spot for sunglasses
or other delicates

STRATOS 34 | SIRRUS 34
+

Panel loading design with a burly #10 zipper delivering wide access
to main compartment

+

Zippered access lower compartment with a floating liner keeps contents
more organized and accessible

+

Zippered mesh pocket with key clip at the top of the pack provides
easy access to important items

+

Zippered pocket on top of the front panel offers a spot for sunglasses
or other delicates

+

Accessory straps on lower front panel are perfect for pads or blankets

STRATOS | SIRRUS

MAIN FABRIC
		

bluesign® approved 210D recycled nylon
honeycomb contrast, PFC/PFAS-free DWR

ACCENT		
		

bluesign® approved 420D recycled nylon,
PFC/PFAS-free DWR

BOTTOM 		
		

bluesign® approved 420D recycled nylon,
PFC/PFAS-free DWR

STRATOS 36 | SIRRUS 36
+

Top loading design with a secure drawcord closure

+

Fixed top lid with large main compartment and underlid zippered
mesh pocket with key clip

+

Hidden vertical side zip access into main compartment for quick
access to contents

+

Zippered access lower compartment with a floating liner keeps
contents organized and accessible

+

Accessory straps on lower front panel are perfect for pads or blankets

STRATOS 44 | SIRRUS 44
+

Top loading design with a secure drawcord closure

+

Fixed top lid with large main compartment and underlid zippered
mesh pocket with key clip

+

Hidden vertical side zip access into main compartment for quick
access to contents

+

Hidden vertical zipper on left side of pack accesses a large pocket
for additional storage

+

Zippered access lower compartment with a floating liner keeps
contents organized and accessible

+

Accessory straps on lower front panel are perfect for pads or blankets
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OVERVIEW
STRATOS 24

MEN'S

SPECS		 O/S
Cubic Inches		1465 			
Liters		24				
Pounds		2.78 			
Kilograms		1.26			
Inches		
23h x 13w x 9d in. 		
Centimeters		
59h x 34w x 24d cm.
LOAD RANGE		
INCLUDED		
ADD-ON		

10-25 lbs. | 5-12 kg.
Raincover S
Reservoir 3L

STRATOS 34

MEN'S

SPECS		 O/S
Cubic Inches		2075				
Liters		34				
Pounds		
3.16
			
Kilograms		1.43 			
Inches		
24h x 14w x 11d in. 		
Centimeters		
60h x 36w x 27d cm.
LOAD RANGE		
INCLUDED		
ADD-ON		

15-30 lbs. | 7-18 kg.		
Raincover M
Reservoir 3L

STRATOS 36

MEN'S

SPECS		 O/S
Cubic Inches		2197				
Liters		36				
Pounds		
3.28
			
Kilograms		1.48			
Inches		
28h x 15w x 11d in.
Centimeters		
71h x 37w x 27d cm.
LOAD RANGE		
INCLUDED		
ADD-ON		

15-30 lbs. | 7-18 kg.		
Raincover M
Reservoir 3L

STRATOS 44

MEN'S

SPECS		 O/S
Cubic Inches		2685				
Liters		44				
Pounds		
3.64
			
Kilograms		1.65			
Inches		
28h x 15w x 11d in.
Centimeters		
72h x 37w x 29d cm.
LOAD RANGE		
INCLUDED		
ADD-ON		

STRATOS | SIRRUS

15-30 lbs. | 7-18 kg.		
Raincover M
Reservoir 3L
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OVERVIEW
SIRRUS 24

WOMEN'S

SPECS		 O/S
Cubic Inches		1465 			
Liters		24				
Pounds		2.73 			
Kilograms		1.24			
Inches		
22h x 13w x 9d in.		
Centimeters		
55h x 34w x 24d cm.
LOAD RANGE		
INCLUDED		
ADD-ON		

10-25 lbs. | 5-12 kg.
Raincover S
Reservoir 3L

SIRRUS 34

WOMEN'S

SPECS		 O/S
Cubic Inches		2075				
Liters		34				
Pounds		
3.04
			
Kilograms		
1.38 			
Inches		
22h x 14w x 11d in. 		
Centimeters		
57h x 36w x 27d cm.
LOAD RANGE		
INCLUDED		
ADD-ON		

15-30 lbs. | 7-18 kg.		
Raincover M
Reservoir 3L

SIRRUS 36

WOMEN'S

SPECS		 O/S
Cubic Inches		2197				
Liters		36				
Pounds		
3.16
			
Kilograms		1.43 			
Inches		
27h x 15w x 11d in.
Centimeters		
68h x 37w x 27d cm.
LOAD RANGE		
INCLUDED		
ADD-ON		

15-30 lbs. | 7-18 kg.		
Raincover M
Reservoir 3L

SIRRUS 44

WOMEN'S

SPECS		 O/S
Cubic Inches		2685				
Liters		44				
Pounds		
3.52
			
Kilograms		1.59 			
Inches		
27h x 15w x 11d in.
Centimeters		
69h x 37w x 29d cm.
LOAD RANGE		
INCLUDED		
ADD-ON		

STRATOS | SIRRUS

15-30 lbs. | 7-18 kg.		
Raincover M
Reservoir 3L
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CARRY

HARNESS

AIRSPEED® SUSPENSION

AIRSPEED® BACKPANEL

HIPBELT

AIRSPEED SUSPENSION

HARNESS

+

Injection-molded ladder adjustment system provides 4" of torso adjustability

+

+

O/S per gender design delivers great fit and allows for quick, easy adjustment

Highly ventilated die-cut EVA foam is wrapped in wide spacer
mesh for outstanding comfort in all weather conditions

+

Taller, wider 3.5 mm powder coated LightWire frame enhances fit range

+

Adjustable sternum strap with rescue whistle

AIRSPEED BACKPANEL

HIPBELT

+

3D-tensioned breathable mesh backpanel ensures supportive fit

+

+

New design increases ventilated area up to 40% over our previous design

Ventilated die-cut EVA foam is covered in wide spacer mesh for outstanding
comfort in all weather conditions

+

New yoke design ensures consistent fit at any setting

+

Large zippered pockets provide secure access to small essentials on the trail

+

ErgoPull closure provides leverage to ensure snug fit and optimal load transfer

STRATOS | SIRRUS
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SIZING / FIT
STRATOS — MEN’S SIZING
O/S

18-22” / 46-56 cm

SIRRUS — WOMEN'S SIZING
O/S

15-19” / 38-48 cm

WOMEN’S SPECIFIC FIT
+

The unique suspended mesh located on the shoulders, backpanel,
lumbar and hipbelt contour to a wide variety of body shapes and sizes to
create a custom fit to your body.

+

The pack shape is narrower and deeper, allowing greater freedom of
movement and increases stabilization by lowering the position of the load
to a woman's center of gravity.

+

The shoulder harness is designed with different curves to create an
anatomical fit for a woman's neck, shoulders and chest.

+

Women's hips are conically shaped with a larger difference between the
waist and hip measurements. The hipbelts are shaped and angled to
accommodate this difference, which allows a more comfortable load
transfer and support.

STRATOS | SIRRUS
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FEATURES

ADJUSTABLE HARNESS
24L / 34L / 36L / 44L

INTEGRATED RAINCOVER
24L / 34L / 36L / 44L

1.
2.

The integrated, removable raincover provides protection in adverse weather conditions.
1. Locate the raincover icon near the base of the pack and unzip the raincover compartment.
2. Pull the raincover from the compartment and place over the top and bottom of pack using
the peripheral elastic to hold it in place.
3. Reverse this process to return raincover to compartment.
4. To remove the raincover altogether, unfasten the toggle from the cord loop and remove.

3.
4.

Identify the harness plugs located in one of the four sizing loops on the backpanel.
Grab the plug's pull loop with thumb and forefinger and pull the harness's LightWire
extension out and to the sides of the pack. This releases the harness and allows it to
slide up and down.
Slide the harness up or down along the LightWire rails to the appropriate torso length.
There are two load-lifter ladder lock options. Correspond the lower two or upper two
backpanel settings to the lower or upper load-lifter ladder lock.

Note: To prevent mildew allow the raincover to dry entirely before storing.

INTERNAL RESERVOIR SLEEVE
24L / 34L / 36L / 44L

SLEEPING BAG COMPARTMENT
34L / 36L / 44L

Place reservoir inside sleeve to help ensure proper pack weight distribution.
Clip reservoir to buckled loop to keep upright.

Lower zippered compartment for dedicated sleeping bag storage The bellowed divider
allows full utilization of the pack’s volume when sleeping bags aren’t carried.

STRATOS | SIRRUS
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FEATURES

REMOVABLE ACCESSORY STRAPS
34L / 36L / 44L

STOW-ON-THE-GO TREKKING POLE ATTACHMENT
24L / 34L / 36L / 44L

Removable accessory straps for external attachment.
1. Unclip the two accessory strap buckles.
2. Remove the webbing from the triglide at the base of the pack.
3. Reverse to reattach.

Osprey's Stow-on-the-Go trekking pole attachment is designed to quickly attach and
carry trekking poles while wearing a pack.
1.
2.
3.

Locate the elasticized loop on the lower left side of pack. While pulling the loop out
from the pack, insert the basket end of the trekking poles into the loop.
On the left harness strap locate the trekking pole icon. Pull up on the cord to open,
place pole handles in the loop and tighten with the cord lock to secure.
Reverse these steps to remove the trekking poles.

UPPER SIDE COMPRESSION STRAPS
24L / 34L / 36L / 44L
Side compression straps with quick release buckles compress and stabilize loads for
optimal carry and can be used to secure items to side of pack.

STRATOS | SIRRUS
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